DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

- Define Project Scope
- Rough Sketches
- Preliminary Cost Estimates

- Present Project to Board

- Refining the Design
- Preliminary Cost Estimates

- Present Project to Board

- Present Project to Board

- Prepare Detailed Drawings And Specifications
- Construction Cost Estimate

- Present Project to Board
- Board Votes to Proceed to Next Phase

- Present Bid Results to Board
- Board Votes to Proceed to Construction Phase

- Prepare and Distributes Bid Packages

- Receive Bids and Establish Lowest Qualified Bidders

- Board Votes to Proceed to Construction Phase

- Construction Documents

- Board Review

- Board Approval
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• Norman High School Construction Documents: Floor Plans and Renderings

• Norman North High School Construction Documents: Floor Plans and Renderings

• Nancy O’Briam Center for Performing Arts / Elaine Fulton Hale Professional Development Center Construction Documents: Floor Plans and Renderings
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- NEW CONSTRUCTION
- NEW STORM SHELTER CONSTRUCTION
- RENOVATION
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